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ABSTRACT

The goal of these investigations was to locate traces of the original

earthworks and road at the site of the Battle at the Bridge on Widow

Moore's Creek. With respect to the road, there is evidence for the

existence of a road in this location for some period of time. Due to

shifting of the road bed, its exact location at the time of the battle

cannot be specifically determined. Road bed improvements such as corduroying

are absent with the possible exception of the "causeway" area immediately

east of the bridge. Here 1 hewn log was found at the water table. At

Trench Sixteen there was some evidence for lateral ditching paralled to

1 or more of the old road beds, but the date of these improvements could

not be determined.

Evidence of the earthworks is considerably more ambiguous. The

previous investigations have been interpreted primarily in terms of

slight contour changes, though the stratigraphic sequences were not

sufficiently indicated to allow any evaluation of the appearance of the

time the previous trenches were cut. In the present work some similar

contour changes are indicated in buried soil horizons (particularly

humus) but others have apparently been destroyed or altered by extensive

reconstruction activities. At no point is there anything that could be

unequivocally identified as a 1776 earthwork.
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INTRODUCTION

Between January 9, 1974, and May 9, 1974, the Archaeology Section,

Division of Archives and History, North Carolina State Department of

Cultural Resources conducted field investigations at the Moores Creek

National Military Park in Currie, North Carolina. This work was done under

the terms of Contract Number CX 500040454 from the National Park Service

of the United States Department of the Interior. The principal investiga-

tor was Dr. Stephen J. Gluckman, chief of the Archaeology Section, and

field work was supervised by Timothy A. Thompson, a section archaeologist.

The purpose of the project was to investigate the existing earthworks

and road to determine if their present locations were correct. The

secondary purpose of the project was to recover construction information

on the earthworks and road to enable accurate reconstruction or restoration.

In addition, a search for evidence of an earthwork adjacent to the location

of the present bridge was planned and the collection of samples for pollen

analysis was to be carried out. Pollen samples were to be collected as

indicators of past environmental conditions.

The historical significance of the park is based on the fact that it

was the site of a battle between Patriot forces and Tory forces in February

of 1776. The Patriots had intercepted the Tories who were marching from

Cross Creek (present Fayetteville) toward Wilmington where they were to

join forces with British Regulars in order to subdue the nascent Revolutionary

activities in the state. The Patriots, under the command of Caswell and

Lillington, hastily erected fortifications at the bridge over Moores Creek.

After a brief battle, the Tories scattered without accomplishing their

objective.
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The method employed to identify evidence of the original features

at the site was to put in sixteen trenches and record and study the

profiles obtained. In conjunction with this, soil samples were collected

from the various stratigraphic units.

The field supervisor made a detailed examination of contemporary

historical records, primarily secondary compilations of historical

researchers, in order to glean as much information as possible about the

nature and location of the 18th century features. This effort was largely

unproductive, since little specific information was contained in these

documents. In addition, subsequent 19th and 20th century documents were

examined for similar information as well as the references produced by

Park Service personnel since the site came under the administration of the

U.S. National Park Service. These documents provide more assurance for

the integrity of the features at the site than the present archaeological

investigation could validate.

Between May and September, 1974, the various profiles were examined

and analyzed in an effort to correlate the various natural and artificial

stratigraphic features that had been identified in the field.

Considerable variation in stratigraphy between the excavation units

was noted. After a careful and detailed analysis it was determined that

there was little stratigraphic evidence that could be positively associated

with an 18th century fortification. Trenches across the road revealed

substantial evidence for the existence of an unimproved roadway whose

location had varied somewhat according to the convenience of the traveler.

No data were recovered which would allow positive association of the road

with the 18th century occupation of the site.

Although the results of this excavation were generally inconclusive,
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the exercise was valuable in that it indicated some of the basic limita-

tions of an archaeological investigation into problems of this nature.

There are some questions that even a detailed and exhaustive archaeolog-

ical investigation cannot answer. Some kinds of evidence will not survive

200 years and no application of method, however undertaken, can reveal

that which is not there. Unfortunately, we are not in a position to

determine before the fact of excavation when this will be the case and

when it will not. Perhaps this fact argues in favor of a refinement of

method to successfully make such determinations in advance of expensive

and time-consuming excavations.

Hopefully, if this project has accomplished nothing else, it will

have established finally that further archaeological work at this specific

site would be fruitless, and that policy determinations concerning the

development of the Moores Creek National Military Park will have to be

made upon strictly historical grounds.





HISTORY

Introduction

The events leading up to and including the battle at the Widow

Moores Creek bridge on February 27, 1776, as well as their importance in

the history of the American Revolution have been well described elsewhere.

Briefly, the battle was the end result of an attempt by Patriot forces to

prevent a body of men loyal to the crown from reaching the sea. There the

Loyalists were to join Lord Cornwallis, General Clinton, and Sir Peter

Parker in order to subdue the state. This preventive effort was led by

Patriot James Moore, who had followed the Loyalists from Cross Creek

(Fayetteville) and had ordered Colonels Lillington and Caswell to intercept

them before they reached Wilmington. Caswell had proceeded to Corbett's

Ferry and then joined Lillington at the bridge on Widow Moores Creek,

where they erected a fortification. The Loyalist commander, Donald

McDonald, was anxious to reach the sea without engaging the Patriot forces,

since his men were untrained and poorly armed. However, the younger

officers in his group overruled their sick and aging commander and prepared

to attack the Patriot forces at the bridge.

Sometime after midnight, on February 27, the Loyalists left their

camp about 6 miles from the bridge, found the camp on the west side of the

bridge, which Caswell had abandoned the night before, and surprised some

Patriot sentries at the bridge. Following an exchange of shots, Captains

McLeod and Campbell led a party of picked broadswordsmen across the bridge

from which the boards had been removed. Their charge was greeted with a

"whining storm of swan-shot and bullets" (Hatch, 1969:40) and the leaders

were slain after proceeding to within a few paces of the breastwork. The

Loyalists on the west side of the bridge fled quickly to their camp of the





previous evening, and dispersed into the countryside leaving their

commander to be captured by the Patriots.

Our concern was to isolate details regarding the actual construction

on the earthworks and a road, and the effects of subsequent events upon

them. Contemporary sources—in most cases previous compilations—were

consulted. The information obtained was somewhat less specific than had

been hoped.

The research has been divided into 3 sections. The sections are

discussed in the following order: Caswell's encampment on the west bank

of the creek; the earthworks on the east side of the creek; and the road.

Earthworks: West Bank

"A Narrative of the Proceedings of a Body of Loyalists in North

Carolina" is an account compiled by some of the Loyalists who were present

at the battle (Hatch 1969:62-71). The account was included in General

Howe's letter of April 25, 1776. General Howe, commander of British forces,

was awaiting arrival of Loyalist forces on the coast. His letter described

the Loyalist's approach and entrance into the camp which Caswell had

abandoned the evening previous to the battle and their subsequent attack

on the bridge. The description, however, leaves the exact location of

Caswell's camp with relation to the bridge ambiguous. Neither Caswell nor

James Moore, writing immediately after the battle, mention the encampment

or any fortification on the west side of the river (Hatch 1969:73-79).

Caswell was one of the Patriot commanders present at the battle, and James

Moore was his immediate superior.

Newspaper accounts from the New York Packet of March 28, 1776, and

the Pennsylvania Evening Post of March 23, 1776, state that





. . . the Tory army . . . finding a small entrenchment

vacant, concluded that the Americans had abandoned their

post. With this supposition, they advanced in a most

furious manner over the bridge. . . . [Hatch 1969:80]

This statement suggests an entrenchment on the west side of Moores

Creek but the account was published a month after the battle and was

probably not written by an eyewitness.

James Devane claimed a pension in 1832 for his service in the Revolu-

tion. In his deposition before the Superior Court of New Hanover County

he states that "... General Caswell and his forces arrived there that

evening (being the evening before the battle) and crossed over. ..."

(Anon 1832) but he makes no mention of any activity of Caswell on the

west side of the creek.

Archaeological research on this feature must await the acquisition

of the property by the National Park Service. Perhaps more specific

historical references will be located in the interim.

Earthworks: East Side

The location of the Lillington earthworks, presumably the first one

erected by Colonel Lillington after his arrival on the 25th of February

is a little more clearly recorded. Colonal Caswell's brief letter (Hatch

1969:73-74) makes no mention of any entrenchment, but his commander,

General James Moore, who arrived the afternoon after the battle was fought,

notes in his description of the battle that the Tories "... finding a

small intrenchment next the Bridge, on our side empty, concluded that our

people had abandoned their post. . .
" (Hatch 1969:77). This, indeed,

may be the entrenchment referred to in the newspaper accounts previously

cited. However, if those accounts were referring to a position on the east

bank of the creek, it seems unlikely that in the poor light of dawn they

could easily ascertain whether ox not it was occupied from their position





on the west bank.

James Devane's deposition, previously cited, was taken 56 years

after the event, and it records the following sequence of events:

... He (Lillington) was ordered up to Moore's Creek

bridge (where) he commenced making entrenchments a

little farther off than the first they had made. . . . [Anon. 1832]

He further describes the battle and McLeod's fall:

. . . that they (the enemy) advanced and undertook to

cross the creek in which a few succeeded and among

them were Col. McLeod and a Captain Campbell, that all

who crossed over were killed, that Col. McLeod advanced

as far as the first piece of entrenchment that had been

made before he was killed. . . . LAnon. 1832]

.

Col. Moore's letter states that McLeod advanced to ". . . within

30 paces of the breastwork" before he fell. Since he has previously

described the first earthwork as being "next the bridge," 30 paces from

this earthwork would place the second earthwork approximately 90 feet

beyond the bridge. Assuming that the position of the present reconstruction

is correct, these 2 accounts are at some variance. The matter is further

confused by the fact that the Loyalist account, supposedly compiled by

eyewitnesses within 2 months of the battle, states that McLeod, the leader,

fell while "endeayg_ to cross" the bridge.

This confusion about the circumstances of the battle was brought out

in 1857-1858 when Mr. Banks and Professor Hubbard engaged in a controversy

in the Fayetteville Observer about whether Caswell or Lillington was

actually the commander of the Patriot (or Whig) forces. Mr. Banks, writing

in a January 11, 1858, newspaper edition details a number of discrepancies

and provides some information pertinent to the matter of the earthworks.

First, he quotes Stedman (whose reliability he questions) on Caswell's

activities the night before the battle:

"... for as soon as night came on, he (Caswell) lighted





up all the fires, which he left burning, in order to

deceive the Loyalists, retreated over Moore's Creek,

took the planks off the bridge, and greased the sleepers,

which are only passable by one man at a time, and

placed his men about fifty yards from the banks of the

Creek, behind trees and such little intrenchments as in

the course of the night they were able to throw up."

In the same article, he makes the following statement:

"Fortunately, for the settlement of this question, the

entire battle was fought— the encampments, and entrench-

ments are all on one side— the east side ; and the descen-

dants of widow Moore live now, where she lived, on the

west side, to disprove the authority of Stedman. Fortunately

too for the truth of history, there lies before me an

extract from a letter Col. Saml. Ashe, dated in 1832,

the original of which I have seen, in which he says : '"the

approach of the Scotch to Wilmington, they were met at

Moore's Creek by General Lillington , who stationed his men

across a peninsula formed by the Creek, commanding entirely

the road and the bridge by his position.

This account does not specify the location of the earthworks that

Lillington constructed, but it implies that remains of them were still

evident in 1858.

The best physical description of the site is provided by a February

28 newspaper account in the Daily Journal of Wilmington of the celebration

in 1856:

Just above the bridge the stream takes a sudden bend and

runs parallel with the road, which f o r about half the

distance from crossing to the American position, is a

sort of causeway enclosed by the bend. There is then

a steep ascent to the elevated ground upon the crest of

which the first line of entrenchments was thrown up.

The place where the American field piece was planted

was about one hundred and fifty yards from the bridge,

completely commanding it, the causeway through the swamp

and the ascent to higher ground, and, in some measure,

the turn of the road on the far or more westerly side.

Unfortunately, we do not know if the "first line of entrenchments"

refers to the first that were actually built, or those that were evident

at this later date.

The Civil War and subsequent events diminished interest in the
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Battle of Moores Creek; however, local interest is evidenced in a descrip-

tion of a centennial celebration published March 1, 1376, in the Wilmington

Daily Journal :

And the 27th, which so many of our citizens celebrated

in peace and harmony on Monday, one hundred years ago,

presented a very different appearance. Within the lines

now feebly marked by gentle elevations, the sites of

former embankments and where women and children loitered

on Monday in careless security, were ranked only stern

men . . .

This statement indicates that some remnants of the earthwork were visible

at that time.

Local interest in the site is also evidenced by the laying of the

Grady Monument cornerstone in 1857. The monument was erected in memory

of John Grady, the first North Carolina Patriot to fall in battle during

the Revolutionary War. In 1898, the area was purchased by the state of

North Carolina. The Moores Creek Monumental Association, a local group,

was formed in 1899 to look after the earthworks and the monument. In

1397 the county surveyer drew a plan of the property which included a

diagram' of the "American Breastworks." This plan (see Figure 1) shows

a very symmetrical fortification which is not entirely consistent with later

representations. Presumably the surveyer was equipped to show these works

accurately. The map attempts to reconstruct the conditions of 1776. One

would assume that the representation would logically have been based on

the existing works. It is known that some trace still existed in 1897

since this is recorded in the deed at the time of the transfer of the

property to the state (Anon. 1898)

.

Between 1899 and 1925 the park was administered by the Monumental

Association and a number of annual celebrations were conducted which

attracted several thousand people. Working with a small stipend from the





state and donations from individuals, such improvements as clearing,

planting shade trees, flowers and shrubbery, as well as the erection of

a pavilion were carried out. Other suggested improvements included tennis

courts and a boat house. None of the association records referring to

these improvements makes any mention of the remains of the earthworks.

Mr. Walker, a lifetime resident of Currie, North Carolina, worked in

the park on occasion and recalls that several times material was brought

in from across what is now state highway #210 and added to the earthworks.

He states that his recollections go back to 1906, and he reports that, at

that time, the mounds were visible "all the way around." He recalls no

evidence of any earthworks adjacent to the bridge (Personal communication

1974).

In 1927 the property was transferred to the U. S. War Department. In

1933 jurisdiction was transferred to the U. S. Department of the Interior.

The U. S. National Park Service files regarding Moores Creek include

information on some of the factors which led to alteration of the earth-

works since it took over.

In 1937 Superintendant Clyde King prepared a special report on the

battle which covers an impressive amount of historical material. He gives

the following description of the condition of the earthwork at the time

of his report :

The breastwork today is easily visible in its entire
course except the short distance between the road and the
corner at the angle between sections D & E for about 20

feet at the curve between sections C & D [Figure 3]. It

averages perhaps 8 inches above the surrounding surface
with a depression of perhaps 4 inches immediately inside.
So far as is known, only a section of about 30 feet on the
main front, where it crossed the old road has been repaired,
that to prevent the erosion common to a steep slope in

sand [King 1937 :n. p.]

.

In the same report he describes the effects of various human and natural





activities on the earthworks.

Frequently, during the years of its administration as a

state park, crowds up to 5 and 10 thousand assembled and

held spread lunches on the grounds. The constant

trampling, coupled with little or no attention toward

caring for the works reduced them. The park is constantly

menaced by flood water, having been entirely covered on

several occasions, but this has probably had little effect

on the breastworks because all or most of the high water

is backwater with little or no current, either in rising

or falling. In 1933 and 1934 a coating of swamp soil was

spread over the entire breastworks area to encourage the

growth of grass. In working it down little care was taken

to retain the proportion of the breastworks to the other

land area.

Attached to this report are a map and several diagrams indicating

that King had excavated some trenches. These will be discussed more fully

in the section of this report dealing with the archaeology of the site. In

February of 1938, Mr. Thor Borreson also conducted some excavations which

will be discussed below. Before excavating, he describes the appearance

of the earthworks as follows (Borreson 1938) : "The remains of the trenches

and parapet are very slight. A slight indention in the ground was formerly

the trench, a slight rise the only remains of the parapet."

In a memorandum dated October 38, 1938, King states (1938), "It is

also quite necessary to finish the work on the ditches as soon as possible

as sections of the remaining ditch are frequently caving." This suggests

that erosion of the feature was still active.

In November 1939 Superintendent King sent a memorandum to Coordinating

Superintendent Elbert Cox with a "tracing of the breastwork as it now

exists" (Figure 2) . This indicates the same general appearance as was

shown in the diagram attached to the previously cited 1937 report (Figure 3)

A memorandum to Cox, noted below, dated January 1940, describes some

repairs made to the earthworks. Descriptions refer to Figure 6.
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In understanding the nature of the work done, it must

be noted that at B & C the line of trench and breastwork
was carried across the roadways to conform to the
profile adjacent thereto. In neither case was any
exploratory excavation done, and in neither case was sub-
soil disturbed. ... At A a road had been cut across
the breastwork, some topsoil had been removed and sand

—

clay substituted; and a pavilion and flower bed provided.
The latter work entailed the leveling of the breastwork
for the pavilion and extra topsoil for the flower bed.
The trenches dug were neither to establish the nature nor
site of the originals but to provide that all excavation
be with the limits of the topsoil, so that no subsoil be
disturbed. In this way any future studies of the site will
be unaltered by the work done. This report with pictures
and profiles is made in order that future studies might
have knowledge of the work done at this time. . . .

In the work done at A the topsoil was removed to

about half its depth within the trench. Work was begun
at #3 and continued both directions, following the natural
earth profile as to level. The Superintendent himself did
all the work on grade establishment to insure that no subsoil
be removed, except such as was disturbed by the trenches.
Between trenches 5 and 7 practically no dirt was moved and
the breastwork was not made as high as elsewhere in order
that the probable effect of time might be kept. The dirt
was throwed up to a heighth and width to conform to the
exisiting remains and covered with sod. The absence of any
trench at #6 is noticed. At that point the breastwork was
lower than at any place from 1 to 5. Too, this was the
point of greatest public use due to the crossing of trails
made from the northeast of the pavilion to the men's toilet
and from the southwest to the bridge. The wearing down of

the breastwork by human feet permitted a certain amount of
weathering from rain, which completely eliminated remains.
The present level is the same as prior to the beginning of
work.

The work done at C consisted of filling a light trench
across the breastwork near the oak and on the opposite side
of the road, of cutting out traces of the road fill in the
trench, and of removing the road fill on the outside of the
breastwork to make the remains stand out.

At B the work consisted of filling the breastwork by
continuing the present adjacent trench across the road and
by adding such dirt as was necessary to make the fill
conform to that adjacent [King].

This "repair" generated some controversy among National Park Service officials,

and Thor Borreson was asked to make an evaluation of the repairs. He gives

this description of his work:
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A cross section trench was excavated to determine

the exact location of the ditch, its depth and width,

part of the soil which had accumulated in the ditch was

removed and placed in the depressions of the parapet

caused by previous road construction. Then the recon-

structed portions were covered by a layer of sod.

None of the new restoration rises higher than any

other section of the present remains. The whole of the

parapet now has a more uniform appearance. In a short

time the new work will mellow sufficiently to appear the

same as any other part of the remaining parapet [Borreson 1940]

.

A letter dated January 17, 1953, from the superintendent of the park,

and on file there, shows a handwritten comment (dated March): "Advised

Mr. Goodson on the site, March 9, 1953 to repair remains with light coating

of topsoil, fertilizer and seed."

This is the last recorded reference to any work on the mounds.

The Road

Contemporary sources offer no specific description of the road at the

bridge. The following description is from a report by Jerry Cross of the

Research and Restoration Unit, Division of Archives and History, Raleigh,

North Carolina:

Although the road which crossed Widow Moores Creek

originally was designed to aid the plantation owners,

there is little doubt that by the 17 70s the route was well

known to the public. This is suggested by the fact that

James Moore directed his troops to Moores Creek Bridge
with complete certainty that General Donald McDonald would

take that road. More concretely a new set of commissioners

for public roads "Beggining at Widdow Moores Creek. ..."
had been appointed by the Assembly in 1754, which proves

that as of that date the route was considered a public road.

A search of the colonial laws and statutes between 1715 and

1775 revealed no commissions to repair or rebuild the bridge

over Moores Creek, thus indicating that the original bridge

met the specifications of the 1715 law [Cross].

In a draft copy of a report on the Moore's Creek site by John Albright

of the National Park Service it is pointed out that the ferry linking

Negroehead Point with Wilmington, the southern end on the road, was authorized

to ". . . carry safely four Horses a good Canoe & two Able Hands in constant
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waiting. .
." (Albright 1973:55). A ferry of such small capacity

would not indicate very heavy traffic along the road. Lawrence Lee

supports this when he states, in The Lower Cape Fear in Colonial Days
,

"There was little or no movement of trade by land. Roads existed but

they were for travel more than transport (Lee 1965:171).

Lefler and Newsome's North Carolina notes:

While travel accounts of this era contain conflicting
reports about many aspects of North Carolina life, all

agreed on one thing—that the roads were bad. Such terms

as "poor," "wretched," "exceeding bad," and "miserable"

appear repeatedly in contemporary writing. Roads were not

graded, surfaced, drained, or adequately marked. . . .

Janet Schaw declared that "the only making they bestow upon

the roads in the flat part of the country is cutting out

the trees to the necessary breadth, in as even a line as

they can, and where the ground is wet, they make a small
ditch on either side." In the Coastal Plain particularly,
many of the roads were lined with dead trees which had been
killed as a result of naval stores operations, and observers
declared that travel along such routes as "attended with
great danger" [Lefler and Newsome 1963:95-96],

The exact location of the road is shown first on the 1808 maps from

the Price and Strother survey in 1795 (Albright 1973:47). The road

apparently remained in more or less its location with respect to the creek

until 1897 or after. A previously cited map (Figure 1) labels it "county

road," although the map itself supposedly portrays the site as it existed

in 1776. The earliest available state highway maps at the district office

in Wilmington show the route crossing the creek in its present location,

approximately 500 feet to the north of the present reconstructed North

Carolina bridge.

In 1924 the Moores Creek Monumental Association discussed having the

road declared part of the state highway system, but its location is not

mentioned.
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A diagram dated May 1, 1943, and drawn by the custodian, Oswald Camp,

shows suggested improvements to the "causeway" portion of the road indica-

ting the addition of fill to bring the level of the road to a greater

elevation above the level of the creek (Figure 4) . It does not show much

detail of the nature of the road at the time, but is included for compari-

son with current profiles.

Summary

There seems little reason to doubt that Caswell spent some time on

the west bank of the creek before the battle, but the exact location and

nature of any earthworks is not indicated by the historical record.

There is no reason to doubt that some fortification was erected on

the east side of the creek, but contemporary accounts are ambiguous con-

cerning its location. Colonel Moore's description calls it a "breastwork,"

which leaves the nature of its construction in doubt since this implies

a structure of logs and brush. Eighteenth century fortifications generally

were massive works of stone and earth such as at Fort Niagara (Workmaster

1972:9-20) and Fort Ticonderoga (Hamilton 1964) or palisades such as found

at Fort Necessity (Tilberg 1954) and Bethabara (Smith 1966:45-48). There

seems to be little precedent for the type of entrenchment reputed to

have been constructed at Moores Creek nor any reason to believe that the

Patriot forces would have been properly equipped to construct one,

especially when the disbursement and pay receipts for the campaign are

checked: no payments were made for shovels; however, axes are mentioned

(Treasurer's & Comptroller's Papers, Military Collector's Box 44: page 53-

67).

No map showing the location of earthworks with any certainty is known

to exist until 1897, and that map purports to represent the site in 1776

(Figure 1) . It should be noted that the 1897 map is at considerable
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variance with a much later survey map (1940, Figure 5) which shows the

reconstructed earthworks. Both maps were surveys, yet the 1897 map

shows the distance from the bridge to the earthwork to be approximately

300 feet while the 1949 map records the same distance as 362 feet. The

1897 map records the distance along the road from the point where the

road crosses the earthwork to the point where it departs on the northwest

side as 396 feet, while the same distance on the 1949 map is approximately

316 feet. The 1949 map is an accurate representation of the present

location of the earthworks.

The general location of the road has been recorded since the end of

the 18th century. The 1897 map, discussed above, shows the road in the

present location of the path referred to as the "Old Stage Road" on the

grounds at the park.

The paucity of information on the location and nature of the original

features associated with the battle at the Widow Moores Creek Bridge has

stimulated some extensive and frequently quite fanciful speculation con-

cerning these features. Unfortunately, this speculation is based on

unwarranted assumptions about the activities and motivations of the people

involved and provides no clues to guide the archaeologist in interpreting

the evidence of excavation, or in providing alternatives for investigation.

In view of this, we have chosen to assume that the locations of the

present reconstruction and road are essentially correct. This hypothetical

assumption relies on the correspondence between the present reconstruction

and Clyde King's maps of the earthworks made before the largest part of

the present reconstruction was erected, and the further assumption that

King's maps truly represent the visible remains of the original earthworks

at the time those maps were made. Since no other earthwork remains are
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apparent in the immediate area, and there is no historical information

which indicated an alternative, the research plan was based on these

assumptions

.
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ARCHAEOLOGY

Several excavations have been made previously at Moores Creek National

Military Park with a purpose analogous to that guiding this project. The

present investigation has attempted to provide as complete a picture as

the archaeological record can offer regarding the construction history of

the various features at the park. The results of the investigation are

reported in 3 parts: description of the natural environment; discussion

of the previous work; and present archaeolgoical investigation.

Description of the Natural Environment

The Corps of Engineers' Environmental Reconnaissance Inventory iden-

tifies the Moores Creek area as "wooded Swamp." "The soil is usually

waterlogged during the growing season and is often covered with as much as

1 foot of water. Wooded swamps occur mostly along sluggish streams, on

flood plains, and in very shallow lake basins. . .
." (U.S.A.C.E. 1972:20-

21) The creek runs along the eastern edge of the Black River drainage and

shows the" meander pattern associated with a mature stream. The "natural

causeway" that leads from the bridge toward the earthworks is formed by

one of these elbow-shaped meanders. Another feature common to this kind

of stream is found south of the meander as remnants of a natural levee.

Flooding occurs frequently in this area, often filling the savanna area

east of the earthworks with backwater. Such floods prevented annual celebra-

tions in 1916, 1918, and 1928. The creek shows some tidal fluctuation,

but its flow rate is such that it has apparently changed its course very

little since the time of the battle.

The Soil Conservation Service has surveyed the park and found several

soil types included within its confines (U.S.D.A. 1972). Of these, the

Pantego Loam, Stalling Fine Sand, Leon Sand, Johnston Soils, Lynn Haven
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Fine Sand, and the Kenansville Fine Sand are most relevant to the

present discussion since several of the excavation profiles exhibit

characteristics assigned to them.

Although initial development of the park after the turn of the century

involved the introduction of "shade trees
>
flowers, and shrubbery," (Anon

1915) , the more recent tendency has been to remove exotic plants and restore

the park to its appearance at the time of the battle. An exception is a

drainage channel cut through the savanna area east of the restoration.

Previous Excavations

Clyde King, superintendent of the park, submitted a special report on

the breastworks under a cover letter dated November 22, 1937 (King 1937).

In this repor t he describes the condition of the "breastworks" and includes

several "graphs." These are profile drawings made from a series of

trenches around the earthwork. The exact position of these profiles with

respect to the earthwork is not clearly indicated, but it is possible to

make comparisons between these and profile drawings made during the present

investigation. These comparisons will be discussed in a later section.

Generally speaking, King's graphs appear to be crude representations

of the existing soil strata; however, the conclusions he draws from them

concerning the nature of the original earthworks represent a tour-de-force

of imaginative speculation.

On the strength of this evidence, King made several repairs and a

restoration was requested. On February 14, 1938, Thor Borreson, junior

historian for the National Park Service, excavated several "cross trenches"

and provided a discussion of a number of profiles taken from these trenches.

He also refers to a drawing of a proposed restoration of the "old

fortification" (#NHP. Col. 10, 013). Unfortunately, while the memorandum
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describing this work is on file (Borreson 1938), no profiles, proposed

restoration, nor any information locating the excavations has survived at

the park, and reported attempts by Albright to locate this material else-

where were unsuccessful (personal communication, Raymond Ives, 1974)

In December 1939 in conjunction with a restoration or "repair" of

a portion of the earthworks, King dug 7 trenches through the southeast

corner of the earthworks where surface indications had been obliterated

(King 1940) . Trench locations were established by nautical compass boxing

points and distances from a "transit point" in the interior of the existing

reconstruction. Unfortunately, the transit point was not located with

reference to any landmark other than the trenches themselves. This means

their location can only be approximated from the drawing (Figure 6) and

then only with reference to the present reconstruction. The profile

drawings derived from these trenches are less informative than those

drawn in 1937, and the accompanying photographs offer little additional

contribution.

On the basis of these excavations, the southeast corner of the earth-

works was restored, and in February 1940 Thor Borreson excavated a trench

to "make certain that the work in no way disturbed the original marks in

the ground. .
." (Borreson 1940). He made a profile drawing with

sufficient detail to provide a comparison with the current work; however,

the drawing fails to specify the location of the excavation unit from

which it was taken. This is the last recorded archaeological excavation.

In summary, between 1937 and 1940, 4 trenching operations were

carried out. The results of this work are difficult to use because the

locations of the excavation units are not specified. Also, at least some

of the work appears to rest on rather elaborate preconceptions which are
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based on extremely cursory information. Some comparison between the

earlier work and the present excavations is possible and will be discussed

in detail below.

Present Archaeology

The present investigation by the Archaeology Section, Division of

Archives and History, North Carolina State Department of Cultural Resources

began January 9, 1974, to recover information sufficient to test the

authenticity of the present earthwork and road, and to suggest earthwork

modifications if justified by the recovered data. Various techniques were

employed to provide as complete an archaeological investigation as possible.

Multispectral aerial photography, resistivity, refractive seismographic

and magnetometer surveys were conducted in addition to the traditional

excavation methods.

The purpose of the aerial photography was to pick up evidence of sub-

surface features to aid in the excavation. Numerous recent studies have

shown the applicability of this methodology. For a summary of this work

see the bibliography in Jorde (n.d.) or the reports by Ebert and Lyons

(1975), and Loose and Lyons (1974). There are, of course, many other

studies which could be cited, but these should outline the basics of the

methodology.

The results of all of the remote sensing surveys were worse than

disapponting. No data were returned which bore any relationship to the

features under investigation. This is hardly surprising when viewed with

the added perspective of the excavation results. As can be seen in the

conclusions section of this report, very meager subsurface remains are now

in evidence from the Battle at Moores Creek Bridge.

The failure of the remote sensing surveys to return useful data is

no indication of the usefulness or practicality of this sort of investiga-
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tion. In fact, the results of the excavation and the remote sensing

compliment one another, and if nothing else, have removed some of

the variables which lend confusion to the historic record.

Two over flights with a Spectral Data Corporation Model 10 multi-

spectral camera were made of the site. The first flight was made January

21, 1974. Three passes were flown with photographs being made from 3,000

feet and 2,000 feet elevations. A second flight was made March 4, 1974.

Two passes at 3,000 feet were made on this date. The number of images

made along each flight line varied with air speed and ranged between twelve

and sixteen. At 3,000 feet one exposure would cover the major portion of

the site which was under investigation.

The Model 10 camera makes four 70mm images with each exposure. Each

of these images is made through an appropriate filter thus providing

coverage in the infrared, blue, green, and red bands of the spectrum.

FILTERS

SDC // Peak Wave Length Color

225 848 infrared

350 447 blue

351 535 green

352 675 red

The negatives were studied through a Spectral Data Corporation Model

66 color additive viewer with a possible projection magnification of 20X.

This machine allows the viewing of one to four images separately or in

combination. It is possible to view the four images simultaniously or in

any combination. It is also possible to vary the light intensity through

ten steps for each of the four images. Thus, one can examine each

individual image through ten variations in light intensity or optically

stack the images for reconstituted color. Each of the 4 images can,
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therefore, be manipulated through 40 possible combinations of filters

and light intensities. For example, one can view each image with or with-

out infrared, red, green, or blue and each of these can be viewed with a

light intensity from 1 to 10.

The site was also photographed from the air using standard color slide

materials. A hand held Nikon 35mm camera was used. Twenty-eight mm, 50mm,

55mm, and 200 mm lenses were utilized.

Instrumentation for the electrical resistivity survey consisted of

a Soiltest Earth Resistivity Meter Model ER-2, and copper-clad steel

energizing and measuring electrodes. The sandy soil proved to have such

low conductivity that no measurable current flow could be detected. The

instrument was used on Trench 13, between Trenches 5 and 6, and adjacent

to Trench 1 and on the causeway leading to the bridge. Moistening the

soil around the electrodes did not improve the conductivity.

A Soiltest Terra Scout Model R-150 shallow refraction seismograph

was set up on Trench 13. The timer on this instrument required matching

the trace of signals displayed momentarily on a cathode ray tube. The

signal quality proved to be so poor that it was impossible to obtain

reliable and repeatable data. The signal generator was a specially designed

hammer with a large impact surface to strike the ground. The sandy,

porous soil at Moore's Creek apparently dampened the induced shock wave to

the extent that detector readings were erratic and unreliable. It was

not possible to identify a refracting interface in the soil, such as might

be associated with a buried fortification or an abandoned road work.

A check with a McPhar M700 Vertical Field flux gate magnetometer

revealed no anomalous magnetic conditions associated with the suspected

earthwork or road.

During the excavation, soil samples were collected for pollen analysis
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by the National Park Service.

Initially, a base line was established along the east side of the

reconstructed earthworks with transit and tape, and excavation units in

the area of the earthwork were put in either perpendicular or parallel to

the base line. Other excavation units were established with reference to

measured angles and distances from the base line grid system (see Figure 11)

The base line ran at an angle north 33 30' east of magnetic north

on January 9, 1974. The grid origin, designated north, east, was

144.9 feet southwest of the inside edge of the curbing at the northwest

corner of the parking lot adjacent to the reconstruction on a bearing taken

from the grid origin of N 24 49' E from the grid base line. The same

point lies 27.8 feet northwest of the southwest corner of the parking lot

on a bearing of N 140° 31' E from the grid base line. All elevation

measurements were taken from a datum plane defined by a point on the south-

east corner of the cut stone base of the Grady monument which stood within

the earthworks.

A major excavation objective was to obtain profiles. The original

occupation of the site was limited both in time and space; hence, few

associated artifacts were expected (in fact, none were found). The first

2 trenches were excavated by hand to obtain representative profiles, and

to determine the feasibility of machine trenching. Nothing was found to

indicate that any features would be damaged by backhoe excavations.

Fourteen units were put in with a backhoe, under the supervision of

the archaeologist. The profiles were examined and, since no great

discrepancy was found between the sides, a representative profile was

selected from each trench. Each profile was dressed by hand, mapped, and

photographed. This phase of the work was hampered by adverse weather and

high water, but satisfactory profiles were finally obtained from each unit.
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The excavation plan called for trenches in each section of the

existing earthwork across the old road, and on the levee next to the creek

to reveal any remains of the "Lillington Earthwork." The profiles obtained

from these trenches showed some variations in soil types. These variations

included a number of features whose depositional history (natural or

cultural) was difficult to assess. Each trench was assigned a field number

in the sequence in which it was excavated. The trenches will be discussed

here in numerical order. Where appropriate, comparison will be made to

profiles derived from previous excavations.

The analysis and classification of soil is in a state of transition,

but a basic nomenclature has been established. Soils are examined in

some detail for the purpose of distinguishing and analyzing profile features

which are the product of human activity. The natural soil profiles in

general are fairly stable and are the product of ongoing natural processes.

It should be noted that the occupation of the site in 1776 was of

short duration. Although initial earthwork construction undoubtedly

involved a good deal of clearing, apparently the site was allowed to return

to its natural state until ca. 1900. At that time the site was used as

a recreation area and in addition to earthwork reconstruction, much of

the area was cleared and "exotic" vegetation was introduced. In 1927 the

park came under the administration of the federal government and the

tendency was to remove exotic plants and allow the vegetation to return

to its natural state. Therefore these activities affected the ground

cover, drainage, and appearance of the soil profiles even though the ground

itself was not disturbed.

Albright's report includes a soil map which shows 3 soil types in

the area from which the profiles were taken. These are the Pactolus Loamy
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Sand, the Pantego Loam, and Johnston Soils. The Soil Series of the United

States, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands: Their Taxonomic Classifica-

tion ,
published by the U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service (U.S.D.A. 1972:

1-3), classifies these soils in the following manner: Pactolus Loamy Fine

Sand, Aquic Quartzipsamments ; Pantego Loam, Umbric Paleaguults; Johnston

Soils, Cumulic Humaquepts. These classifications are based on a number

of considerations which include minerology, chemistry, drainage, genesis,

temperature, etc. The Pactolus Loamy Fine Sand is wet, contains more

than 95 percent quartz, has a sandy texture, and displays weak or no

pedogenic horizons. The Pantego Loam is a thick, acidic, dark surface

horizon with an illuvial horizon of silicate clays. It is very wet with 5

percent fine sand. Johnston Soils are very wet with an over thickened

epipedon, an appreciable amount of humus, and no illuvial horizon.

In addition to these, at least 1 additional type is indicated by

the presence of a hard spodic horizon in at least 3 of the profiles.

This may be the Leon Fine Sand or the Lynn Haven Fine Sand. Detailed

physical and chemical soil analysis would be required to determine proper

classification. Such analysis would help to distinguish native earth-

work fill material from soils brought in from other locations.

The formation of soil horizons is poorly understood and a topic of

ongoing research. Tamm (quoted in Bunting) estimates "'a normal podzol

[a general category including the material considered here] with 10 cm mor,

10 cm bleached sandj and 25-50 cm B horizon required 1000-1500 years for

development 1 " (Bunting 1965:82). This would indicate that any trenching

and mounding associated with the building of an earth work or the erosion

and disturbance associated with a road would significantly interrupt the

natural soil forming processes and the appearance of soil profiles.
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After the profiles were cleaned and mapped, soil samples were

collected from various stratigraphic units for pollen sampling and further

physical and chemical soil analysis. On September 3, 1974, portions of

these samples were submitted to Dr. Don Eaddy, director, Agronomic Division,

North Carolina Department of Agriculture for chemical analysis. The results

of this analysis were returned on September 26. No significant correlations

between chemical constituents and stratigraphic position or presumed source

of the individual samples were apparent but the data are included for the

reader's review. Dr. Eaddy suggested that many of these chemical consti-

tuents are soluble. In sandy soils they would not provide indication of

whether individual stratigraphic units were composed of material derived

from the immediate area, as would be the case with elements of any original

earthwork construction, or whether they were derived from sources at some

distance from the park.

He also suggested that the samples were too small to be successfully

used for particle size analysis or X-ray diffraction study, although these

tests might"provide significant results for determining source materials

for the various stratigraphic units.

Because of this, and the fact that the original samples were destroyed

in the chemical analysis, it was determined that further samples should

be obtained. Plans for accomplishing this with a pneumatic corer are in

process in order to obtain results to comply with a secondary contract.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A rather extensive examination of the historical documents related

to this site revealed little specific information about the location of

the original earthworks. This problem is particularly vexing with respect

to the fortification "next the bridge." Nineteenth century documents

indicate that traces of the original earthworks were visible up to the

turn of the century; however, a map dating from that time does not correspond

closely to the present reconstruction, which supposedly follows traces of

the original earthwork evident in the 1930s. That reconstruction was based on

extensive historical research and several excavations of questionable

archaeological value by Clyde B. King, the park superintendent at that time.

The present archaeological investigation involved excavating 16 trenches

in the park and recording the profiles from the walls of the trenches in

order to identify features that might be associated with the events of

1776. With reference to the earthworks, the following results were

obtained: The profile drawn from Trench One shows nothing that could be

associated with 18th century construction activities. Profile Three shows

rather clearly the extent and nature of reconstruction activities and also

the irregular nature of the B horizon, but nothing that could be identified

as the result of 18th century activities. The A horizon under the recon-

struction, revealed in Profile Four, shows contour changes that might be

associated with an 18th century ground surface, indicating a trench and

mound but they are rather slight, and in the absence of corroborative

evidence from adjacent trenches this interpretation must remain problemati-

cal. This interpretation would generate a conflict with King's analysis,

which locates the ditch on the inside, or to the west of the mound, because

the contour dip indicated here is on the east of the rise.
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In Profile Six the natural soil horizons are broken by what is

evidently recent fill, so if there were any other evidence for the

original earthwork at this point, it would have been disturbed by recon-

struction activities.

Nothing in the portion of Profile Seven in the area of the reconstructed

mound would indicate 18th century activities, but this is not surprising

since the trench cuts through the mound at the point where the path (and

apparently the old road) also cut through the original mound, if indeed it

was located at this point. The present reconstruction and any previous

construction would, therefore, be subjected to proportionally greater erosion

at this point.

In Profile Eight only 1 unit of recent fill was revealed. This con-

trasts with other locations where more fill units were present. Beneath

this unit, an A horizon appears to rise slightly in contour. This may

represent the feature interpreted as the remains of the earthwork before

reconstruction activities were undertaken. There is no corresponding dip

in contour "that might represent a borrow ditch.

In Profile Nine, the fact that the lowest unit of recent fill lies

directly on top of the leaching horizon indicates that earlier humus lines,

which might have given a clue to the configuration of earlier ground

surface contour, have been removed in the process of reconstruction.

Profile Ten displays a complex series of humic-stained deposits

beneath 2 recent fill units. These humic-stained deposits probably reflect

conditions at the edge of the stream terrace where the trench was cut.

Flood deposits at high water and subsequent erosion would account for this

complexity and would also likely have obliterated evidence of 18th century

construction.

A dip and rise in the contours of the natural soil horizons below
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the recent fill in Profile Eleven suggests some remains of 18th century

earthwork construction; though here, as in Profile Four, the dip suggesting

a borrow ditch is to the east or outside of the earthwork. This contrasts

with King's interpretation which would place it on the inside. King

reports that all evidence of the early construction were obliterated by

the construction of a pavilion here in the early 19th century; hence, the

likelihood of identifying evidence of 18th century construction activity is

negligible. This also calls into question such interpretation at other

points where a similar contour configuration appears.

Similar contour changes occur in Profile Twelve, though here the

lowest point in the A „ Horizon lies to the east, or in this case, the

inside of the earthwork. This is consistent with King's interpretation.

However, Trenches Twelve and Thirteen cut through the west side of the earth-

work on the edge of the stream terrace, where King reports previous (presuma-

bly late 19th or early 20th century) reconstruction. This may account for

the contour changes in Profile Twelve and similar changes in Profile

Thirteen wi'th respect to the earthworks.

Trench Fifteen was cut into the natural levee south of the road to

detect any evidence of the "Lillington" fortification supposedly erected

at that point. No evidence for any construction was found there and the

presence of large hardwood and pine trees on this levee would indicate

that any such evidence would have been marred or obliterated by root action.

Of the profiles taken from trenches which cut the existing reconstructed

earthwork, Profiles Four, Eight, Eleven, and Twelve, show contour changes

of natural soil horizons below recent fill units which might possibly be

the result of 18th century construction.

In Profiles Four and Eleven, however, evidence indicating the position

of a presumed borrow ditch places that ditch on the opposite side of the
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earthwork from where King felt it should be, based on the evidence avail-

able to him before the recent reconstruction. In Profile Eight there is

no evidence to indicate a borrow ditch—only a rise in contour of sub-recon-

struction ground surface. In Profiles Twelve and Thirteen the contour

changes may well be the result of reconstruction activities subsequent to

any 18th century activities, though previous to the most recent reconstruc-

tion.

The gently rolling contours of the natural ground surface of the

stream terrace may present an equally likely explanation for the appearance

of these stratigraphic units.

Since excavation revealed nothing that could be positively identified

as 18th century construction, it is difficult to evaluate how accurately

the present reconstruction represents the original. If traces were present

at the time the process of reconstruction began, as at least one living

local witness contends, then the present earthwork may be assumed to be in

the correct position. But archaeology offers no answers to the question

of how many_ gaps may have been filled by extrapolation from what was

evident during reconstruction phases. Neither can the present research

tell us to what degree late 19th and early 20th century reconstruction

erosion and other natural processes may have altered the appearance of the

features between 1776 and 1937, when the first recorded reconstruction

["repair"] was initiated.

The location of the road seems to be more certain since excavation

revealed a pattern of moderate use below the recent surfaces. Profile Two

shows no natural soil horizon development. This is apparently due to

the absence of vegetative cover. Two distinct disturbed horizons indicate

road use in this profile, and a third horizon indicates recent use, probably

as a foot path. A clay path and a sand cover above these represent park
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maintenance.

In Profile Five only 1 zone of older road disturbance appears. This

is overlain by 2 horizons of more recent fill and a clay path, again

representing park maintenance.

The oldest road surface indicated in Profile Seven is represented by

a varved horizon. The formation of these successive layers of organic

and inorganic material indicates little or no use of the surface

during their formation by successive rainfalls or floods. Above this lies

2 layers of fill and a layer of recent disturbance as well as a humus line

capped with a covering of sand and organic litter probably placed during

the maintenance process.

In Profile Thirteen there is an extensive zone of road disturbance.

This would be consistent with the fact that at this location the road

descends from the stream terrace toward the creek and erosion would add

to disturbance by use. This zone is overlain with an A horizon which

in turn is covered with several fill units and clay surfaces.

Trench Fourteen was cut through the road as it approaches the bridge

along the "natural causeway" formed by the edge of a stream meander. At

the bottom of the profile an A horizon lies on a depression in the

subsoil and probably represents an old road surface. Above this is a

zone of road disturbance covered by an A Horizon. Above this is a

series of recent fills including 2 rows of concrete blocks with clay in

between. This fill unit is similar in appearance to a 1943 drawing attached

to a proposed improvement plan for this section of the path (Figure 4)

.

Of interest here is the presence of 1 hewn log resting in the subsoil

below the lowest humus line. This may be the remains of some early road

improvement in the form of a corduroy surface. However, if an item of
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this magnitude remained, other portions of such improvement should also

have been located. Excavation revealed no explanation for the absence

of further elements of such an improvement.

In an attempt to locate further evidence of the road, Trench Sixteen

was cut through the park path which runs parallel to the paved county road

from the stream terrace east to higher ground. In addition to the natural

soil horizons, 3 horizontally separated varved horizons appear in Profile

Sixteen. The formation and preservation of the varved pattern indicates

that the road surfaces were not subject to disturbance from intensive use.

However, occassional use would have kept the ground surface free from

vegetation which would have interrupted the sheet flow of water down the

surface. Two features that might be interpreted as ditches also appear

here.

In summary, the location of the road seems to be more certain since

excavation revealed a pattern of moderate use below the recent surfaces.

However, minor shifting in the position of the road was indicated,

particularly in Profile Sixteen. Historical descriptions of its position

with reference to the earthworks indicate that its location did not vary

widely, and this is corroborated by the archaeological evidence from the

portion of the road on the stream terrace and adjacent to the bridge.

Although the profiles drawn from 16 trenches give little information

about the original fortifications, they do reveal the extent of the recon-

struction that has taken place in recent years. We can confidently state

that the largest portion of the present earthwork is of recent origin.

Although the determination of reconstruction policy is beyond the scope

of the specific research problem guiding this project, the following
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comments are offered to help evaluate the efficacy of various alternatives

that might be considered concerning future development at the park.

If the re-creation of the appearance of the area in 1776 is deemed

the desirable course, it must be guided by historical documentation, not

the archaeological evidence. The present earthworks appear to be almost

entirely reconstructed and as we have seen, little evidence for the origi-

nal location can be deduced from the archaeological record. However,

the references cited in this report indicate that the reconstructions to

date have been based on some remnants of the originals and are probably

as accurately located as the information available at the time they were

erected could indicate. The location of the road, at least at the points

where it was investigated by this project can be assumed to be correct.

If on the other hand, the fact that the present works are reconstructed

indicates that their removal would be desirable, such a project could be

undertaken (with care) without fear that further damage to the archaeological

evidence would result, since there appears to be very little such evidence

left. There does seem to be better evidence for the road, and further

modifications of that feature should be approached cautiously, since

further research on it might be deemed desirable in the future.

No evidence for any fortification adjacent to the bridge was revealed

by the excavation unit there, so little advice can be offered regarding

activities in that area. A hypothetical reconstruction might be justified

by the fact that earthworks up on the stream terrace are essentially recon-

structed. It may also be assumed that the location of this reconstruction

was based, at least at one time, on better evidence than is now available

next to the stream bed. In regard to this, it should be noted that there

is at least a possibility that the meander which borders the "natural cause-

way" from the bridge may have moved downstream slightly since 1776.
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This would be the predicted pattern for such a stream. The stream bed

appears to be slightly entrenched, so such downstream movement of the

meander pattern could not necessarily be assumed.

It is disappointing for an investigator to expend a great deal of

effort on a site and come up with preponderantly inconclusive results.

In this case it is not particularly surprising, since the historical record

indicates that the position was hastily fortified and briefly occupied.

Also, the site has been subjected to such natural and cultural processes

as severe erosion and fairly intense human use in the last 80 years.

Reconstruction activities have not completely destroyed evidence of

previous conditions, at least with respect to the road. However, in no

instance were the data sufficiently clear cut to allow the development of

a reconstruction plan for the earthworks and road based on archaeological

evidence alone. The data returned by this project, in combination with

the recent historical research, has added some detail to our knowledge

of the battle at Moores Creek Bridge, but there still does not appear to

be sufficient quality or quantity of information for accurate reconstruction

of the features which were investigated.

A memorandum dated September 14, 1939, from Superintendent Elbert Cox,

to the superintendent, Moores Creek National Military Park, states, "I

have discussed that matter [archaeological investigations] with Associate

Archeologist Harrington who doubts if such excavations will be very revealing."

The results of this project certainly justify this opinion.
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PROFILES

The profiles revealed by the various trenches at this site show a

variety of natural soil features and a number of reconstruction features.

The natural soil features have been classified according to a modified

version of a scheme presented in The Nature and Properties of Soils

(Buckman and Brady 1969:300). Other features have been classified

according to their presumed origin.

The final profile drawings are at a scale of 1 inch to 2 feet. The

datum plane is indicated together with the appropriate points in the grid

system. Munsell soil color charts (1971 edition) were used to describe

soil color of most stratigraphic units.

Natural Soil Features

- Organic horizon

This horizon exhibits some of the original forms of plant and other

organic material in the process of decay.

A - Topmost horizon, unstained: no accumulation

A - Topmost horizon, containing a strong admixture of humified organic

matter which tends to impart a darker color than that of lower horizons .

This horizon is usually referred to as "humus" and may appear buried

beneath more recent fills or other surface modifications. In some areas

it may be thin and grade into the A horizon horizontally since frequent

bare patches of sand can be found on the site where no organic matter has

accumulated.

A „ - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain but where leaching is

proceeding lighter than A .

This horizon shows the beginning of the process of leaching of

soluble organic materials and other soluble mineral soil components by
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downward movement of water through the soil.

A - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron and aluminum oxides

and organic matter, shows some mottling .

In this horizon and the following A „ horizon, the leaching process

is carried to its maximum, but this horizon is transitional from the

upper humic horizons and still shows some mottled staining by water

transported materials from them.

A - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron and aluminum oxides

and organic matter; generally lighter in color than horizons above or

below .

B - Zone of incipient concretions .

Concretions are formed by the accumulation of iron oxides in nodes

in the soil through an electro-chemical process and this horizon usually

indicates the temporary presence of the water table at that level.

B - Horizon of maximum accumulation of clays and iron and aluminum

oxides

.

In this horizon the process described for the horizon above is

carried further and the redeposited material forms a continuous stratum

in the soil.

B - Hardpan, dark, consolidated .

In this horizon the redeposited clays and oxides are cemented to

form an impervious stratum, usually stained dark with organic residues.

B - Hardpan, lighter less consolidated .

This horizon is essentially the same as the one above, but shows

less cementation and a lighter color. It occurs surrounded by the B

unit in one profile at this site, indicating possible root penetration.

C - Horizon below the solum (A and B) relatively little affected by

the solum forming process.
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This horizon represents the "parent material" which in this case is

transported weathered material, mainly sandy or silty. This designation

has been applied to strata relatively unaffected by surface soil-forming

process, although the water table fluctuations and percolation probably

affect it to a certain extent.

E - Existing root or stone .

Modified Soil Features

These features are interpreted from the profiles and are the result

of a combination of cultural factors. The fill units assigned on an

arbitrary basis from profile to profile do not indicate that the same

material was used at another location where the same assignment is made.

Fill material was apparently obtained from a variety of sources.

1 - Fill, mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses .

Clay and other inclusions in this material indicates that it was

obtained from a location other than immediately adjacent to the site.

F - Fill, sandy finer fill .

F - Fill, other .

F - Fill, road .

F - Run off

This feature is the result of wash off from recent modifications in

the earthwork.

CW - Clay walk

Some paths through the site were recently paved with clay.

RD - Root disturbance

VL - Varved lenses

These lenses indicate thin wash layers alternating with organic

accumulation. They indicate little or no disturbance of the area while
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they were being formed at the surface.

HR
1

- Mixed humic road disturbance, light

HR„ - Mixed humic road disturbance, dark

These two horizons indicate a road surface in some use.





Moore's Creek National Military Park, 1974 excavations: Legend, Profiles

Organic horizon, humus/leaf litter.

Topmost horizon, unstained, no accumulation.

Topmo&t mineral horizon, containing a strong admixture of humified organic

matter which tends to impart a darker color than that of lower horizons.

Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but

where leaching is proceeding-, lighter than A||.

Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron and aluminum oxides and organic

matter, shows some mottling.

Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides and

organic matter. Generally lighter in color than horizon above or below.

Zone of incipient concretions.

Horizon of maximum accumulation of clays and iron and aluminum oxides.





Hardpan, dark, consolidated.

m Hcrdpon, lighter less consolida ted

Horizon below the solum (AandB) relatively little affected by the

solum-forming processes.

Ti Fill, mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses.

fc£

Fill, sandy finer fill.

Fill, other.

Fill, road.





run off.

Clay walk.

Root disturbance.

Varved lenses.

Mixed humic road disturbance, light.

H Mixed humic road disturbance, dark.

Existing root or stone
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Profile One

Trench One was located near the middle of the west wall of the earth-

work. This profile was drawn from the north wall of Trench One in 3

sections. The center section of the wall was cut back from the original trench

wall face because of slumping in the area of the mound reconstruction.

This is represented by the section between the arrows on the profile

drawing, and can be seen by the outline of the trench on the site plan.

On the east side of the mound there is a layer of leaf litter, an

horizon, which does not extend to the west side where there is, at present,

no organic accumulation. An A _ _ horizon appears all the way across the

profile. On the east side this A horizon is layered, the topmost layer

being run off or wash layer coming down from the top of the mound, and

the bottom layer extends between two of the fill units. An A horizon

has formed beneath the humus on top of the mound and also appears on the

east where it extends below the fill. On the west side the A horizon

thins out and disappears.

The B horizon extends from the east side of the profile underneath

the reconstruction and thins out and disappears. On the west end it

deepens below the reconstruction, but a circular stain in the floor of

the trench adjacent to this part of the profile indicates root penetration.

The C horizon ranges from a light grey to a pale brown.

The F unit is a mixed material which includes some humic lenses and

clay lumps. This suggests that the material was brought in from a borrow

area. A local informant has described the placement of such material.

At the west end of the filled area the material appears to intergrate with

the F unit, but the material is separated on the east side by a humus

line. This indicates elapsed time between the placement of these fills.
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The F is plain sand. It sits directly on a leaching zone, A , indica-

ting that the humus had been naturally or artificially removed before it

was placed.

The presence of a complete A horizon over the F unit suggests that

the horizon formed in a fill, or soil cover placed over the fill. Ongoing

maintenance at the park has involved sodding the mounds at various places,

and soil and leaves from adjacent ground surfaces has apparently also been

scraped up over the mound. This process might account for the fact that

the humus line over F does not extend completely to the west side of

the fill. The termination of the B horizon appears to be a natural transi-

tion from the lower savannah areas to the east up onto the terrace ridge

to the west.

Clyde King's excavations in 1937 included a trench (D in Figure 8)

which appears to be in the approximate area of this excavation unit. The

drawing gives little information, although the stratum marked "Gray Sand"

is quite likely an A or an A „ horizon. It would be reasonable to

expect that a trench dug out in conjunction with the construction of an

earthwork would collect a heavy accumulation of organic matter from sub-

sequent reforestation which would appear as a buried (or surface) A

horizon; however, it is not possible to judge from the drawing if this

is the case. Neither the drawing nor the text of King's report indi-

cate whether this is the north or south profile from the trench, but by

implication we have identified it as the north profile. Assuming this,

the dip in the "Gray Sand" stratum would be on the west (interior) side of

the presumed location of the mound. Whether this dip is the result of

excavation, root disturbance or irregularity in the leaching of organic

material remains unknown, although King is convinced the first cause is

responsible. It seems more likely that the darker area is in fact
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undisturbed.

Unfortunately the drawings made by Junior Historian Thor Borreson

for his report of the February 1938 excavations are unavailable.

A memorandum from King to Superintendent Cox, dated November 25,

1939, includes a drawing of the site (Figure 2) which shows a break in

the earthworks in the approximate area of Trench One; however, no identi-

fiable trace of the break was found in the profile, suggesting it is on

either side of the present trench (King 1939)

Neither the 1939 nor the 1940 excavations were in the area of

Trench One.

In summary, the profile shows no distinct evidence of the trench or

mound. The fill units are identified as recent, and fill and maintenance

activities have apparently obliterated previous ground surfaces. In his

description of the "repair" carried out at the southeast corner, dated

January 17, 1940, King states that the topsoil was removed to about "half

its depth" and that the subsoil was not disturbed (King, 1940). The

removal of topsoil, however, destroys evidence for the original ground

surface, which is best represented in a profile by an A horizon either

at the surface or buried beneath subsequent fill.
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Profile One—Stratigraphic Units

- Organic horizon, leaf litter

A - Topmost mineral horizon, humic stained—10 YR 2.5/3

A „ - Mineral horizon, humic stained, leaching proceeding—10 YR 4/1

B - Horizon of eluviated iron and aluminum oxides, some concretion
formation, 7.5 YR 3/2 to 10 YR 2.5/1

C - Parent material unaffected by soil forming process—10 YR 7/2
to 10 YR 8/1

F - Mixed fill, clay and humic lenses—10 YR 6/6, concretions 7.5 YR
5/4, humic lenses N 5/0, clay lumps .3' to .4' in diameter, 7.5
YR 5.5/2

F
2

- Sand fill 10 YR 7.5/6
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Profile Two

The absence of natural horizons in this profile is due to thin tree

and ground cover in this area, and the fact that the profile is at the

highest point on the stream terrace. The profile was drawn from the

north side of the trench which crosses the road inside the west portion

of the earthwork.

There are 2 distinct strata of road building material which under-

lie recent fill and disturbance. The first is quite wide, extending beyond

the east and west ends of the profile. This would be consistent with an

unimproved roadway where the path of travel would tend to shift back and

forth from one side to the other avoiding low or rutty areas according to

the whim of the rider or driver. Such is borne out by the fact that there

are no specific localized areas of rutting. The upper stratum is mottled

grey. The second stratum appears to cut into the lower one, possibly

indicating reuse after a period of nonuse.

Above these is another stratum showing a layered appearance (also

indicated by F ) which is probably a more recent period of use. A clay

walkway has been cut into the east end of this stratum, reportedly within

the last 10 years. Finally, a layer of sand has been placed over the

last 2 strata in an attempt to provide a more natural appearance.

No previous excavation has been carried out in this area.

This profile indicates the presence of a roadway and shows distinct

periods of use. The historical record also indicates this road has been in

use since colonial times. No evidence of improvement by planking or logs

was found, nor was any side ditching indicated.
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Profile Two—Stratigraphic Units

C - Parent material, little affected by solum-forming processes—2.5

YR 7/4

HR - Mixed humic road disturbance—10 YR 8/1 to 10 YR 4/1

HR - Mixed humic road disturbance—10 YR 7/1

F. - Road cover—10 YR 7/3
4

CW - Clay walk—2.5 YR 5/8

RD - Root disturbance
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Profile Three

This profile was drawn from the south wall of Trench Three in 3

sections. The center section of wall was cut back from the original

trench wall face because of slumping in the area of mound reconstruction.

This is represented by the section between the arrows on the profile

drawing, and can be seen by the outline of the trench on the site plan.

The only horizon or humus accumulation is on the sides of the

mound itself, and appears to be the product of intentional placement of

leaves and other organic material raked from the surrounding areas. The

peculiar inversion of the A „ horizon coupled with what is apparently an

A horizon may be accounted for in one of the following ways. The first

possibility is that the A,„ horizon is recently placed fill material.

This seems unlikely since it does not exhibit the appearance of loading

or mixing associated with other fill units. Also, the A „ horizon appears

continuously across the profile in direct association with other natural

soil horizons. Another possible explanation is that the material was

redeposited over an existing humus from flood backwaters. This also seems

unlikely, since it does not exhibit the layering or varving associated

with such deposits. A third explanation is that the designated A horizon

is really an intermediate stage of leaching where humic material laid

down at a point in time when vegetative cover was thicker has leached down

to this level. This explanation is supported by the fact that this

horizon grades laterally into an A horizon to the west of the mound.

Removal of vegetative cover in association with the development of the

park may have reduced the amount of organic material deposited on the

surface, resulting in less humic stain in the upper horizon.

The discontinuity of the B __ horizon is also indicative of the seasonal
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variation in the water table. A cross-section of the hardpan finger on

the east section of the profile, which appeared in the 1-foot intersec-

tion between the east and center sections of the profile, indicates that

it may be the result of a root disturbance, although not necessarily so.

The appearance of what appears to be the top of a lower Y,^ horizon in

the west section of the profile would tend to confirm the idea that

several levels of water table have influenced this profile. Mr. Arlin

Weaver of the Soil Conservation Service, reports that the irregular

appearance of such a "spodic" horizon is not unusual. Although no satis-

factory explanation of this characteristic has been developed, it is almost

certainly the result of natural processes as opposed to human activity

(personal communication, Arlin Weaver 1974).

The cross-section of the mound and fill units shows quite clearly

the cutting at the sides associated with maintenance of the reconstruction

(see Plates 1 and 2). The F layer was put down first. The F
5

layers on

either side are run-off or erosion from the top of this unit. The F
3
unit

placed over these was followed by an F with organic material added at

the sides.

Cross-section "C" (Figure 7) from Clyde King's 1937 report appears to

be in the area of this trench and shows characteristics similar to those

recorded here and in Profile Four. None of the fill units recorded in

this work appear to be present in King's drawing. This may indicate they

postdate his work.

Since the indicated redeposit units appear continuously across King's

drawing, it is difficult to tell whether this is the north or south profile

though a subsequent diagram indicates it is the south. If we regard King's

"Gray Sand" and "Gray-Black Sand" units as equivalent to the k^ and A
±1

respectively, then we may note that in neither representation is there any
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Profile Ten

Profile Ten was drawn from the east wall of Trench Ten. It repre-

sents a complex pattern of natural soil horizons and 2 fill units. It

lies near the edge of the contour change from the stream terrace down to

the stream bed, and is difficult to interpret because of an apparent

succession of flood deposits and erosions. Only a contour change in the

series of A ' horizons beneath more recent A horizons may indicate an

artificial construction previous to recent fill.
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Profile Ten--Stratigraphic Units

- Organic horizon, humus/leaf litter

A - Topmost mineral horizon, containing a strong admixture of
humified organic matter

A - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding—N 6/8

A - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides
and organic matter—N 8

B - Hardpan, dark, consolidated—5 YR 4/6— 7.5 YR 6/8

C - Subsoil—10 YR 5/6

F-^ - Fill, mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses— 10 YR 6/3,
7/8; 7.5 Y 5, 5/8, 6/2, etc.

F
2

- Fill, sandy, finer (quartz pebble mix)—2.5 YR 8/4, 10 YR 7/2
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Profile Eleven

This profile was drawn from the south wall of Trench Eleven. The

trench was dug near the southeast corner of the existing east leg recon-

struction. The original earthwork in this area was supposed to have been

obliterated by the construction of a pavilion; surprisingly, there is

evidence of some ditch construction on the east side of the reconstruction

where the A and A horizons dip down. An apparent old humus line

beneath the recent fill appears to rise in contour slightly from east to

west.

A memorandum and drawing dated January 17, 1940 (Figure 6), from

Clyde King to the coordinating superintendent, Colonial National Historical

Park, indicate that several profile trenches were cut through in this

area in relation to a proposed reconstruction. The drawings consist of

2 unlabeled, unlocated lines and are useless for comparative interpreta-

tion. No evidence of these previous ditches was found in this profile.
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Profile Eleven—Stratigraphic Units

Aj, - Topmost mineral horizon, containing a strong admixture of humified
organic matter

A - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is
proceeding—10 YR 5/1

A„2 ~ Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides
and organic matter—10 YR 8/1

C - Subsoil—2.5 & 8/6

F - Fill mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses—10 YR 6/3, 7/8;
7.5 YR 5/8, 6/2, etc.
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Profile Twelve

This profile was drawn from the south wall of Trench Twelve which

ran through the west leg of the reconstruction facing the road and the

creek.

At the west end a natural horizon sequence of A , A„„, and C appears.

An A „ horizon replaces the humus toward the east and runs beneath the

recent fill zone across the mound. The mound is cut by a clay path on

the east side of the earthworks. The path is underlain by another fill

unit which apparently served the same function as the clay path.

The A horizon dips down east of the reconstruction and may repre-

sent a ditch possibly associated with the original earthwork construction.

It also rises in contour beneath the reconstruction.

Drawings H and I (Figure 9) from King's 1937 report appear to lie to

the north and south of Trench Twelve and are somewhat similar in contour

with respect to the natural soil horizons. However, King did not indicate

which side of his trenches he drew.
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abrupt interruption of these units. In Profile Three the A and A

units dip down as they extend outward; however, the slope is very gradual

in each direction, and the continuity of these units suggests this is a

natural topographic feature rather than a man-made one.
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Profile Three—Stratigraphic Units

- Organic horizon—N 3

Ai - Mineral horizon with strong humic stain, but, in this location a

leaching zone—N 2.5

A - Mineral horizon, showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding; in this location, a topsoil—3 YR 4/1

A - Leached horizon—10 YR 5/1

B - Hardpan, dark consolidated—10 YR 2.5/1 grading to 7.5 YR 4/4
interior

C - Subsoil—10 YR 5/1, grading through 10 YR 7/1 to 10 YR 4/1

F - Sandy fill, evenly mixed, mottled—N 3 and 10 YR 8/6

F - Fine fill—10 YR 6/3—inclusions: 2.5 YR 5/8

F - Coarse sandy fill—10 YR 8/3

F - Runoff, mixed fill and humic material—N 3.5
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Profile Four

This profile was drawn from the south wall of Trench Four and is

similar in appearance to Profile Three.

An horizon appears on the east side of the mound where there has

been a greater accumulation of organic matter than in the previous profile.

Below this is an A horizon, which appears as a surface horizon to the

west side of the mound. This corresponds to what is classified as "A "

in Profile Three. The A unit in this profile appears only under the

mound and sits directly on top of the B „ horizon in the eastern half of

its extent.

To the west of the mound an intermittent A separates the A from

the B at two points. The B is a hardpan similar in its irregular

appearance to that recorded in Profile Three. Beneath the mound the A

shows a finger like penetration into the B with somewhat indistinct

boundaries and appears to be a root penetration. The C horizon is slightly

darker on the west side, and shows incipient concretion formation on that

side, again indicating a fluctuating water table.

The fill units are similar to those in Profile Three although the

truncation appears only on the west side. The same construction and

erosion sequence is indicated.

The comparison with King's 1937 "C" profile has been noted with

reference to Profile Three.

The A horizon under the mound might be associated with the original

earthwork construction since it might be interpreted as an organic

accumulation in a ditch which was cut to the B horizon. However, the

contour of the ground surface rises toward the west which would indicate

that an associated mound would have been in this direction. This would

be at some variance with King's analysis. In his Special Report on the
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Breastworks (King 1937 :n. p.) he states:

The fact that each of the contours shows indisputably
that the trench was dug on the inside of the enclosure
supports the contention of an armpci camp, encircled
by a breastwork, rather than two lines of entrenchment.

That this A unit may be associated with the original construction

is supported by the fact that it is not continuous across the profile

and appears to be cut into the A „ horizon. However, in the absence of

any other indications any such interpretation of this unit must be

regarded as problematical. Since the unit is directly below the recon-

struction, such other indications would logically have appeared on either

side of the reconstruction, though they may have been obliterated by the

borrowing of material for occasional repair of the reconstruction.
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Profile Four—Stratigraphic Units

- Organic horizon—N 3

A
1 1

- Mineral horizon containing a strong admixture of humified organic
matter—5 YR 4/1

A
1
„ - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding—N 2.5

A - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides

—

10 YR 4/1

B - Hardpan, dark consolidated—10 YR 2.5/1

C - Horizon below the solum—east side: 7.5 YR 5/2; west side 10 YR 6/4

F - Sandy fill, evenly mixed, mottled—N 3 and 10 YR 8/6

F
2

- Fine fill—10 YR 6/3—Inclusions : 2.5 YR 5/8

F - Medium sandy fill—10 YR 5/2

F - Run-off, mixed fill and humic material—10 YR 4/1

CW - Clay path—2.5 YR 5/8
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Profile Five

This profile was drawn from the north wall of Trench Five through

the location of the park path which represents the road.

An A horizon (humus) appears on the east side of the profile over-

lying an A„„ leaching zone and extending down into what is apparently a

root hole toward the east end. On the west side, the uppermost unit is

an A
1
„ horizon, with no developed humus. An A„„ leaching zone lies above

the C horizon. Toward the center of the profile on the west side, a zone

of mixed humic material (apparently a road disturbance) replaces the A „

horizon below the "topsoil." The western section of this road disturbance

lies on top of the A . The eastern side of the profile also exhibits a

zone of incipient concretions, or B horizon.

Two layers of recent fill and a clay walkway lie over the old road

disturbance and natural horizons in the center of the profile. The old

road disturbance appears in two sections, possibly because the more recent

fill disturbed its continuity.

No previous work has been conducted in this area.
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Profile Five—Stratigraphic Units

A - Mineral horizon containing a strong admixture of humified organic
matter—10 YR 5/1

A - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding—N 4/0

A - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides

—

N 7/0 to N 8/0

B - Zone of incipient concretions—10 YR 5/6 to 10 YR 3/3

C - Subsoil—10 YR 7/4 to 10 YR 8/4

F, - Road cover—10 YR 4/3 to 10 YR 6/4 and below this 10 YR 4/3 to 6/4
4

CW - Clay path—2.5 YR 4/8

VL - Varved lenses, 1 centimeter in thickness

HR - Mixed humic road disturbance—N 3/0 to N 7/0 with orange loading
lenses: 7.5 YR 6/6
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Profile Six

This profile was drawn from the east wall of Trench Six through the

northern leg of the mound.

The north side of this profile shows a fairly typical sequence of

natural horizons—an A .. , A.. „ , A„„, and a C horizon. What appears to be

a recent fill interrupts this sequence at the location of the mound. The

fill is overlaid with a humic zone below the 2 most recent fill units.

The material in the lowest fill unit does not appear to be of local origin.

The A horizon does not extend to the south beyond the mound, and at this

end of the profile the natural sequence of horizons is overlain by a

sterile sandy topsoil. The A horizon pinches out here, indicating a

sparse vegetative cover in this direction. Nothing in this profile could

positively be associated with an 18th century construction.

In King's 1937 report drawing A (Figure 7) appears to show a natural

profile with little disturbance. The direction from which the profile was

drawn is not indicated, but the contour would suggest it was drawn from

the west wall of his trench. This would make the indicated horizons con-

sistent with the ones shown here.
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Profile Six—Stratigraphic Units

A - Topmost horizon, unstained, no accumulation

A - Mineral horizon containing a strong admixture of humified organic
11 matter—10YR 4/1

A
1
„ - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding— 10 YR 6/1

A - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron and aluminum oxides
10 YR 8/1

F - Fill mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses—10 YR 5/1

F
2

- Fill, sandy finer fill—10 YR 5/4

C - Subsoil—10 YR 7/6 to 8/2 at bottom
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Profile Seven

This profile was drawn from the south wall of Trench Seven which was

cut through the mound where the road crosses the mound. At the point

where the trench cut the mound the profile was sloping toward the road

cut, so that the mound contour is somewhat reduced. The uppermost A

horizon is a sterile sandy topsoil at the east end of the profile. The

fact that it covers the recent clay walkway suggests it may be an inten-

tionally placed cover. An A horizon appearing below the A horizon is

interrupted by the clay walk on the east. The A horizon thins out as

the contour rises toward the mound. Below this is an undisturbed, partially

leached A horizon which extends all the way to, and below, the present

mound reconstruction. Below this is an extensive zone of root disturbance

indicating fairly heavy tree cover in this area.

At the extreme eastern end of the profile, root disturbance overlies

the C horizon. A few feet to the west, a rather complex set of B horizons

finger in from the west in a fashion similar to that indicated in Profiles

Three and Four. The eastern end of the B„~ hardpan finger is overlain by

an unconsolidated area of humic and clay redeposit which grades out into

the A horizon. The center of the B horizon is a less consolidated

zone of concretions which extends westward beyond the upper section of

hardpan and beneath the mound and a portion of the road disturbance. An

A leaching zone overlies this portion of the concretion zone, and also

extends westward beneath the mound.

The lower section of the hardpan extends westward below the C horizon

and the concretion zone and drops below the level of the trench beneath

the mound. At the extreme western end of the trench a natural stratigraphic

sequence is represented by an A horizon underlain by a root disturbance
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zone, a leaching zone and the C horizon.

The mound reconstruction is overlain by an organic horizon. Four

different fill units can be recognized. The fourth is a layered yellow

clay unit indicated in the profile by the alternating black and white

heavy lines set at an angle. This apparently indicates extensive recon-

struction activities on the mound next to the road cut where the erosion

would have been very active.

Two sections of road fill lie against the west end of these fill

units, and a section of recent road disturbance lies over 1 of the fill

sections at its western end. The horizon of varving indicates a sequence

of rain washes down what was probably an original surface of the old road

during periods of nonuse. Continuing westward, a thin humus A horizon

extends over the recent F, fill zone and beyond. It overlays a massive

root disturbance probably associated with the existing root indicated by

the solid black section.

This profile contains a complex set of natural and artificial units.

The only indication of construction activity other than recent work is the

fact that the A „ unit appears to cut through the root disturbance down to

the hardpan east of the existing mound reconstruction. The A.. „ horizon

cut may indicate an older ditch, though there appears to have been no organic

accumulation at this point. Any organic accumulation might have been

leached into the hardpan in the 200 years since the original earthworks

were constructed. There is some indication of old road surfaces in the

varved horizon below the recent road fills.

The drawing of section "B" (Figure 7) from King's 1937 report appears

to be near this trench, though farther to the east. It shows a simple

succession of horizons roughly analagous to A, B, and C horizons with a
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slight contour rise indicating the mound. This suggests, by comparison,

the extent of reconstruction that has been accomplished since then.
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Profile Seven—Stratlgraphic Units

- Organic horizon, humic/leaf litter

A - Topmost horizon, unstained, no accumulation

A
1 1

- Mineral horizon containing a strong admixture of humified organic
matter

A „ - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding—N 4/0 to 5 YR 6/1

A„„ - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides
and organic matter—N 8/0

B - Zone of incipient concretions— 7.5 YR 4/4 with nodules 5 YR 3/3; at
8-9 feet west; grades into center of hardpan formation, 5 YR 3/3

B .. - Horizon of maximum accumulation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides

—

5 YR 3/1

B - Hardpan, dark, consolidated— 5 YR 2.5/1

C - Subsoil—2.5 Y 7/6

F - Mixed fill, clay and humic lenses—10 YR 2/6—mixed loaded clay

F - Fill, sandy finer fill

F - Fill, other

F - Road cover—10 YR 6/2 to 10 YR 3/1; mixed with grey humic sand with clay

lenses—mostly between 25 and 32 feet—10 YR 6/8 to 10 YR 8/3

CW - Clay walk—10 YR 5/6

RD - Root disturbance—5 YR 4/1

VL - Varved lenses

HR - Mixed humic road disturbance, light

HR - Mixed humic road disturbance, dark

E - Existing root or rock
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Profile Eight

This profile was drawn from the east wall of Trench Eight which was

cut through the southern leg of the reconstructed earthworks.

The north end of the profile shows a natural stratigraphic sequence

comprising A , A , and C horizons. Toward the south, the A grades

into an A „ horizon which extends the full length of the profile. An

apparent A horizon appears intrusively beneath the existing reconstruc-

tion. This may be a root disturbance since it appears out of context with

the natural soil horizon sequence. On the south end of the profile an

organic horizon overlays the leaching zone. A separate A horizon extends

beneath the only modern fill unit apparent in the reconstruction.

The only possible element attributable to construction activities pre-

vious to this modern fill is the fact that this older umus line shows a

slight rise in contour beneath the recent fill. There is no evidence of

a borrow ditch. King's 1937 report includes a drawing, E (Figure 8), which

is somewhat to the west and more comparable to Profile Nine.
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Profile Eight—Stratigraphic Units

- Organic horizon, humus/leaf litter

A - Topmost mineral horizon, humic stained

A - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding—10 YR 6/1

A - Horizon of maximum eluviated iron and aluminum oxides—10 YR 8/1

C - Subsoil— 2.5 YR 8/6

F - Fill, mottled mixed with clay and/or humic lenses—10 YR 6/3; 7.5
YR 5/8, 6/2; etc.

RD - Root disturbance
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Profile Nine

This profile was drawn from the east wall of Trench Nine. Several

separable A „ horizons appear on the north end of the profile beneath

the A horizon. A B horizon extends from a point near the north end of

the profile to the end of the profile at the south. One of the A

horizons separates the 2 recent fill units and may be an old partially

leached humus line. The lower fill unit sits directly on top of the

leaching zone for a portion of its length, suggesting recent scouring of

any older humus. No element of this profile could be interpreted as

reflecting anything other than recent reconstruction activities. Though

the location for Drawing E from King's 1937 map appears to be near this

trench, it does not appear comparable to this profile.
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Profile Nine—Stratigraphic Units

A - Topmost mineral horizon, humic stained

A . - Mineral horizon showing some stain; but where leaching is proceeding-
1

10 YR 6/1

a

A - Horizon of maximum eluviated iron and aluminum oxides N 8

B - Zone of incipient concretions—10 YR 6/1

C - Subsoil— 2.5 Y 8/6

F - Fill—mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses—10 YR 6/3, 7/8,
1

7.5 YR 5/8, 6/2

F - Fill, sandy finer fill—10 YR 8/3

RD - Root disturbance
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Profile Twelve—Stratigraphic Units

- Organic horizon, humus/leaf litter

A„ - Topmost horizon, unstained, no accumulation

A - Mineral horizon containing a strong admixture of humified organic
matter— 10 YR 5/2

A - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding—10 YR 5/1

A - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides
and organic matter— 5 YR 8/1

C - Subsoil—10 YR 7/6

F - Fill, mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses—10 YR 5/3

F - Fill, other, unconsolidated clay walk—10 YR 6/4

CW - Clay walk— 5 YR 6/8

RD - Root disturbance
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Profile Thirteen

Profile Thirteen, drawn from the east wall of Trench Thirteen, cuts

the road where it rises up to the stream terrace and the end of the mound

on the north side of the road.

This profile shows a variety of reconstruction and erosion features

in addition to a natural A , A„ and C horizon sequence at the north

end of the trench. The abrupt drop in the A--, horizon just north of the

recent fill units suggests a ditch, but both this and the A horizon

above it appear to be true undisturbed leaching zones. There is thick and

extensive old road disturbance beneath the recent fills and an A horizon.

Such disturbance is consistent with the previously mentioned tendency of a

roadway to shift back and forth, particularly where rutting and wash would

make passage through a single point difficult.

The map accompanying King's 1937 report indicates that this portion

of the earthwork had been repaired, which may account for the more complex

pattern of recent fill encountered in this location.
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Profile Thirteen—Stratigraphic Units

A - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is
1 proceeding—10 YR 5/2 and 10 YR 6/3

A - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides

and organic matter, shows some mottling— 2.5 Y 6/6 and 10 YR 7/3

A „ - Horizon of maximum eluviation of clay, iron, and aluminum oxides

and organic matter—10 YR 8/2 and 10 YR 7/1

B „ - Hardpan, dark, consolidated—10 YR 2.5/1

C - Subsoil—2.5 Y 7/4

F - Fill, mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses— 10 YR 6/3

F - Fill, sandy finer fill—10 YR 8/2

F - Fill, other—10 YR 4.5/2

F, - Fill, road—10 YR 6/3
4

CW - Clay walk—5 YR 8/5

VL - Varved lenses
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Profile Fourteen

This profile was drawn from the east wall of Trench Fourteen which

was cut through the "causeway" just east of the bridge. There appears

to have been some erosion along the north side of the roadway where it

is adjacent to the creek. There are a number of recent fill units which

raise the level of the roadway for visitor access but obviate the effects

of all but the heaviest floods Beneath these is a continuous humus

lying over an area of mottled road disturbance. The 2 black squares

near the surface are concrete blocks associated with a recent reinforce-

ment of the road (see Figure 4). The black circles are rocks.

A hewn log was discovered at the bottom of the trench at the water

table. This may have been associated with a corduroy road. However, more

substantial remains than this would be expected, since corduroy roads were

normally bolstered by parallel, as well as, transverse supports. Perhaps

further excavations in this area might clarify the situation. Unfortunately,

the need to finish other portions of the project and high water conditions

in this area did not permit further investigations here.
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Profile Fourteen—Stratigraphic Units

A - Topmost mineral horizon, containing a strong admixture of humified
organic matter which tends to support a darker color than that of

lower horizons—N 2.5

A - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding; lighter than A —N4

C - Horizon below the solum relatively little affected by the solum-
forming process—10 YR 7/6—10 Yr 6/1

F - Fill, mottled, mixed with clay and/or humic lenses— 7.5 YR 5/6,

6/8, and N 4

F - Fill, other

F
4

Fill, road— 10 YR 8/4

F - Run off

HR - Mixed humic road disturbance, light—10 YR 4/2

CW - Clay walk— 7.5 YR 6/8

RD - Root disturbance

VL - Varved lenses—N 2.5
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Profile Fifteen

. This profile was drawn from the southwest wall of Trench Fifteen.

The trench was set on an angle to the grid system in the natural levee

adjacent to the creek and south of the road.

The profile shows an uninterrupted natural horizon sequence of an

A , A „, and C horizons.

The depression in the A „ horizon is evidently root penetration.

There is no evidence of any construction activities in this location.
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Profile Fifteen—Stratigraphic Units

A - Topmost mineral horizon, humic stained—2.5 Y 3/2

A „ - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain but where leaching is

proceeding; lighter than A —2.5 Y 4/2

C - Horizon below the solum relatively little affected by the solum-

forming process— 2.5 Y 5.5/4
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Profile Sixteen

This profile was drawn from the east wall of Trench Sixteen. The

trench was cut through the road where it ascends the rise at the edge of

the flood plain. On the north edge of the profile are sequences of an

A , two A , and a C horizon. The lower A horizon appears to extend

through the existing root disturbance and below the thick varved section.

Two additional varved areas appear to the south of the largest 1 indica-

ting the shifting nature of the road bed as previously discussed. On the

north side of these 2 sections are vertical units which may be drainage

ditches dug adjacent to the road. One vertical unit on the south end is

humic stained; the 1 to the north is very light. The humic stained unit

is irregular, and may be root disturbance. If it is the remains of a

ditch, it would have been dug previous to the lighter unit, since it cuts

into the C horizon, and the lighter unit lies above the A horizon adjacent

to the darker unit. Since the lighter unit appears to cut into the

varved horizon to the south of it, it may be associated with the road

surfaces represented by that varved horizon. This more southern position

for the road surface would predate the more extensive disturbance to the

north, which extends to the surface, and is, therefore, the most recent.

The most southern varved horizon at the end of the profile appears to lie

within an A horizon which overlies the varved horizon just mentioned,

and would, therefore, be intermediate in age between the 2 similar units

to the north.

No absolute dating could be obtained for these various road surfaces,

but as has been previously stated, the pattern indicates the shifting

nature of the road bed.

No previous work has been conducted in this area.
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Profile Sixteen—Stratigraphic Units

A -
- Topmost mineral horizon containing a strong admixture of humified

organic matter which tends to impart a darker color than that of

lower horizons.

A.j „ - Mineral horizon showing some humic stain, but where leaching is

proceeding, Ln this case apparently, a buried humus—10 YR 6/1

C - Horizon below the solum relatively little affected by the solum-
forming process—10 YR 7/4

F - Fill, other, apparent ditch— 10 YR 8/3

F - Fill, road

HR - Mixed humic road disturbance, light, possible ditch 10 YR 8/1, 5/6

- Organic horizon, humus/leaf litter

RD - Root disturbance

VL - Varved lenses—10 YR 8/1, 6/1
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APPENDIX II: Figures
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FIGURE 1: Moores Creek Battleground with

representation of the American Breastworks

as it appeared in 1776. Traced and reduced

from original on file, Moores Creek National

Military Park, Currie, North Carolina.
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FIGURE 2: Drawing attached to memorandum

dated November 25, 1939, to Coordinating

Superintendent Cox, U.S. National Park Service,

from Clyde B. King, superintendent, Moores

Creek National Military Park, Currie, North

Carolina. Traced from copy on file, Moores

Creek National Military Park, Currie, North

Carolina.
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FIGURE 3: Location of Cross Sections.

Traced from drawing attached to Special

Report on the Breastworks dated November 22,

1937, by Clyde B. King, superintendent,

Moores Creek National Military Park, Currie,

North Carolina. Copy on file, Moores Creek

National Military Park, Currie, North Carolina.
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FIGURE 4: Cross section of suggested improve-

ment to causeway leading to the site of Moores

Creek Bridge. Traced from copy of drawing

attached to memorandum dated June 30, 1943, for

Coordinating Superintendent Harrington from

Oswald E. Camp, custodian, Moores Creek National

Military Park, Currie, North Carolina. Copy on

file, Moores Creek National Military Park,

Currie, North Carolina.
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FIGURE 5: Portion of Road and Trail System

Plan. Traced and reduced Road and Trail

System Plan, Part of the Master Plan, Moores

Creek National Military Park, Region 1, National

Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior,

Drawing No. NM--MC 2005, January 31, 1949. Copy

on file, Moores Creek National Military Park,

Currie, North Carolina.
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FIGURE 6: Direction and Distance from Transit

Point. Traced from drawing attached to

memorandum dated January 17, 1940, for the

coordinating superintendent, Colonial National

Historical Park, from Clyde B. King, superin-

tendent, Moores Creek National Military Park,

Currie, North Carolina. Copy on file, Moores

Creek National Military Park, Currie, North

Carolina
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FIGURE 7: Cross-sections A, B, and C.

Traced from drawing attached to Special

Report on the Breastworks dated Novem-

ber 22, 1937, by Clyde B. King, super-

intendent, Moores Creek National Military

Park, Currie, North Carolina. Copy on

file, Moores Creek National Military Park,

Currie, North Carolina.
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FIGURE 8: Cross-sections D, E, and F.

Traced from drawing attached to Special

Report on the Breastworks dated Novem-

ber 22, 1937, by Clyde B. King, super-

intendent, Moores Creek National Mili-

tary Park, Currie, North Carolina. Copy

on file, Moores Creek National Military

Park, Currie, North Carolina.
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FIGURE 9: Cross-sections G, H, and I.

Traced from drawing attached to Special

Report on the Breastworks dated Novem-

ber 22, 1937, by Clyde B. King, super-

intendent, Moores Creek National Military

Park, Currie, North Carolina. Copy on

file, Moores Creek National Military Park,

Currie, North Carolina.
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FIGURE 10: Special Breastwork near

bridge. Traced from drawing attached

to Special Report on the Breastworks dated

November 22, 1937, by Clyde B. King,

superintendent, Moores Creek National

Military Park, Currie, North Carolina.

Copy on file, Moores Creek National

Military Park, Currie, North Carolina.
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FIGURE 11: Site Base Map, showing approximate

location of excavation untis, projected on a

contour map provided by the National Park

Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, with

a contour interval of two feet.
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FIGURE 11: End Pocket
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APPENDIX III: Plates
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PLATE ONE.

West side of east leg of earthworks. Note
leaves raked up to side of embankment and
modern drain pipe.
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PLATE TWO.

East side of east leg of earthworks. Note
sodding on side of embankment and tree growing
immediately adjacent to it.
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PLATE THREE.

Trench Two through the road inside the earthworks.
Note the lateral extent of the lower zone of road
use.
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PLATE FOUR.

Profile of Trench Five,

indicative of use.

Note successive levels
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PLATE FIVE.

Profile of Trench Seven,

horizon.

Note irregular B
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PLATE SIX.

Profile of Trench Eight. Note continuous

leaching zone and humus line beneath fill

zone.
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PLATE SEVEN.

Profile of Trench Twelve. Note clay walk cut into
fill and horizontally truncated leaching zone.
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APPENDIX IV: Soil Chemical Analysis Data
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